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CONFIDENTIAL SEOUL 3532

E.O. 11652: GDS
TAGS: PFOR EFIS KS GJ
SUBJ: GRENADA PRIMIN GAIRY VISITS ROK

REF: BRIDGETOWN 763

1. THE ROK ROLLED OUT THE RED CARPET FOR GRENADA'S PRIME MINISTER
ERIC M. GAIRY DURING HIS OFFICIAL VISIT TO THE ROK APRIL 28-
MAY 2. VISIT RECEIVED FRONT PAGE COVERAGE, INCLUDING PHOTOGRAPHS
OF GAIRY RECEIVING MEDAL FROM PRESIDENT PAK CHUNG-HUI APRIL 30,
BEING MET AT AIRPORT BY PRIME MINISTER CHOI KYU-HA AND CONFERRING
WITH THE PRIME MINISTER AT HIS CAPITOL BUILDING OFFICES. GAIRY
ALSO MET WITH THE FOREIGN MINISTER AND THE SPEAKER OF THE
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY AND WAS TREATED TO A ROUND OF ENTERTAINMENT AND
SIGHTSEEING BY THE KOREAN GOVERNMENT DURING A VISIT IN WHICH
THE KOREANS WERE CLEARLY TRYING TO MAKE AN IMPRESSION ON THIS
LEADER OF A COUNTRY WITH A TOTAL POPULATION THE SIZE OF ONE OF
SEOUL'S SMALLER SUB-DISTRICTS.

2. GAIRY AND THE KOREAN LEADERS WERE IN COMPLETE AGREEMENT IN
THEIR PUBLIC STATEMENTS ON THE KOREAN ISSUE, WITH GAIRY REPORTED
IN ROK PRESS AFTER HIS APRIL 29 MEETING WITH THE PRIME MINISTER
AS PLEDGING GRENADA'S CONTINUED SUPPORT FOR THE POSITION OF THE
REPUBLIC OF KOREA. ACCORDING TO MOFA LATIN AMERICAN DIVISION
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CHIEF HWANG YONG-CHAE, ROK AGREED TO TRAIN TWO OR THREE GRENADIANS
IN THE FISHERIES BUSINESS, TO PROVIDE GOVERNMENT SCHOLARSHIPS FOR TWO OR THREE GRENADIAN STUDENTS, AND TO SEND AN ECONOMIC SURVEY TEAM TO STUDY THE HOST OF PROPOSALS FOR ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE Gairy Made During His Visit. Among These Proposals, According to Hwang, Were Wire Net to Be Used for Soil Conservation, Airport, Harbor and Road Network Construction, Storage Bins for Agricultural Products and Provision of Graders, Bulldozers and Trucks. Fisheries Cooperation Also Formed an Important Element of the Proposed Economic Cooperation Package, and Hwang Said Five People Representing Commercial Fishing Interests Have Been Sent from ROK to Do a Survey for a Joint Venture. Hwang Said That the ROK Does Not Expect Much Return Except from the Fisheries, But That They Expect That Gairy Will Act as an Advocate of the ROK Position Among His Caribbean Colleagues, Especially Such Emerging States as Anuilla, St. Lucia and Dominica. Thus ROK Assistance Is Designed to Serve Political as Well as Economic ROK Interests, and Reflects a Continuing ROK Desire to Compete with North Korea in the Caribbean.

3. ROK Fisheries Interests, Anxious to Gain Access to the Largely Untapped Seafood Resources Around Grenada Have Expressed Some Dissatisfaction to Emboff About ROKG Monopolizing Gairy’s Time While He Was in Korea. ROK Fishing Companies Are Attracted, Inter Alia, By the Lobster and Abalone Which Reportedly Abound in Grenadian Waters and Apparently Believe They Can, by Agreeing to Give the Grenadians All the Flying Fish the Koreans Catch, Secure the Commercially More Lucrative Balance of the Catch for Themselves. Koreans Also Believe They May Have a Deal to Use Dole Fish Processing Plant in the Area to Process Their Catch.
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